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Abstract
This bibliography records books and other publications about virtual machines.
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**Data-flow** [GE85]. **Data-Oriented** [ECET18]. **Data-Parallel** [She91].

**Database**
[WK90, BBS06, CSSS11, ECAE13, MN91, MRC\(^{+13}\), PTM\(^{+15}\), SI81, SMA\(^{+10}\)].**Databases** [GDSA\(^{+17}\)]. **Datacenter** [BBM\(^{+15}\), KGGS17, BCP\(^{+08}\), GTGB14, MSG\(^{+12}\), SG10b, ZLZ15, ZWC\(^{+14}\)].

**Datacenter-scale** [MSG\(^{+12}\)]. **Datacenters** [JWL\(^{+18}\), KGGS18, KL14, LGJ\(^{+18}\), SC17, SC18, GLJL16, LPBB\(^{+18}\), WRS13].

**Data** [HT98]. **Datapath** [TSP17]. **Dataplane** [BPP\(^{+17}\)]. **DBT** [KS13].

**DCN** [CYX\(^{+17}\)]. **DDG** [PGLG12]. **DDG-based** [PGLG12]. **DDGacc** [PGLG12].

**De-duplication** [CLCC13]. **de-facto** [Rus08]. **dead** [SK13a].

**deadline** [DQLW15, HKS19]. **deadline-aware** [HKS19]. **deadlocks** [PRB07]. **Death** [NOT\(^{+17}\)]. **Debian** [CK06a, CK06b, CK06d, BAU06a, CK06a, CK06b].

**Debues** [Ano03b]. **Debugger** [MZG14, RB01, Sun99, But94, HH05].

**Debugging** [ACM05a, FS12, HHH04, CIA07, JHE14, KM13, KK79, PMC05].

**December** [ACM05b, HHK04, IEO05, M\(^{+06}\)].

**Decision** [CHW12, DJ77, SC17, DJ76, RK18]. **Decisions** [HKKW13].

**Declarative** [CRG16, Dan86].

**Decoding** [SPAK18]. **Decomposition** [JK15].

**Deduplication** [Li14, MJW\(^{+14}\), PP16, CWC\(^{+14}\), GMK17, HOKO14, XZZ\(^{+16}\)].

**Deduplication-Based** [MJW\(^{+14}\)].

**Deep** [GKT17, HC14]. **defending** [CVWL13]. **Defensive** [BDJDS02, Coh97].

**Defined** [AFG\(^{+17}\), CL17a, CPKL17, JN15, LLW\(^{+16}\), Ott18, SB18, ZKWH17, ALW15, HHSG18, LJ12, LWL16].

**Defining** [DL89, Hir17, Lot91, BMWB86].

**Definition** [Dom80b, SSB14b, SMO84, EMS15, SSB01].

**Definitive** [Oak14, Rho80]. **Demystifying** [PS19].

**Denelcor** [Dun86].

**Denotational** [Arv02].

**Denver** [USE00b]. **Deoptimization** [KRCH14].

**Dependability** [FP14, VW08]. **Dependable** [DPCA11, SJW\(^{+13}\)].

**Dependences** [BK\(^{+13}\)]. **Dependent** [BP99]. **deployed** [RY10].

**Deploying** [KLLT18, R\(^{+13}\)]. **deployment** [AAB\(^{+05b}\), Bor07, CGV10, SASG13, ZLZ13, ZLZ\(^{+12}\), ZBS\(^{+15}\)].

**derivation** [MSZ09]. **Derivative** [Pfo13]. **derived** [Int06c]. **Deriving** [HBB03]. **Design** [ACM06a, AC16, Ano03a, Ano03b, fLtNW14, ACA16, BGS89, CPS17, Clo85, DAH\(^{+12}\), Das91, Dom80a, DLS\(^{+01}\), ESY\(^{+17}\), GFB\(^{+92}\), JNR12, JJC02].
KGGS17, KGGS18, Kut92, LH16, Mar08, OH05, PCW+16, SIR+17, SGGB99, SGGB00, Sm02, Sur01, WCO1, WC5G05, WP07, XJC+14, ZSXZ07, ZL18b, ZAI+16, AM16, Bhu02, BT15, Bur02, CARB10, Car14, DN14, DCA04, DNR06, GR80, HH05, HH13, Les74, Lia05, MSCK92, Oi05, PMC05, Pul91, SI81, SNV10, SMSB11, SJW+13, Tur84, CMP
Designed [HS06, DCG12, Wu13]. Designing [Par79, TGCF08]. DesignJet [MSCK92]. Designs [DMS02, RGSJ17]. Desktop [Ano03b, BWD+15, KGG00, CCWY05, LLX+17, SWW+18, WH05]. Desktopping [JKB15]. desktops [KKJL14]. Destruction [NOT+17]. Detecting [CL14, JKDC05, TV12, CWD+06, LRC05]. Detection [CWS12, CLW+14, JHS12, SXH+19, AD18, AMA+11, FLM+08, Hui18, MW18, MA17, PBYH+08, SIK+16, WCG14, XXZ13].
dev [Fer11]. Develop [DBMI92]. developers [SS17, Wil06]. Developing [HZZ+14, PCR89, R+13]. Development [IGBKR19, Kna93, Lia05, RT93, Wil01, Bor07, But94, CWG00, Her10, IBM88, Int88, STFH15, TT93]. Device [Ano03a, JKJ+10, KKTMI7, Not92, SGB+16, XYD+18, FFBG08, LU04, SBQZ14, TlLcC13, WHE15]. Devices [CXLX15, MV16, SSB03, SVL01, XD16, XD17, CT03, DPW+09, PDC+12, Rus08, Wal76]. Devirtualizable [LS04]. devirtualization [KJM+07]. DevOps [FBL18, SCL+19].
Disk-as-a-Resource [ECET18]. diskette [Ano97a]. disks [HJ10, hTMAC+08]. Dispatch [DLS+01, KKC+16]. Distance [KKLV16, AJD09]. Distributed [Ano10, BBD+91, BDF+99, CLLS12, Das91, FKZ17, FD08, HKLM17, IEE93a, IEE96b, JWL+18, Kim84, KMG+18, KAZS14, LLW98, LS15, MLXG19, PP16, SC17, SCL+19, SM02, TCP+17, Vol90, WBS1, WIS+15, WVT+17, WLS+18, WNI7, XWH+16, ZZF06, AC95, Ano96, AB16, AFT01, Bir94, EM13, FS19, Fis91, FF96, FX06, Fu10, GKP+19, KTB17, KJJ+16, KSLA08, SJB14, SSN12, SGGB99, SGGB00, SIK+16, VOS12, WKC+09, YYC+19, ZWCH17].
Distributing [HHW10]. Distribution
Diversity [SJ+17, WGLL13, WHD+09], divisible [HM18], DJM [LLW98], DMZ [Kar07]. DNA [Ano03a], DNS [See10]. Do [GW07]. Does [BC10, NKY+18].


Driven [ACM05a, NSJ12, PY93, RB17, SV13, TVO92, CSSS11, DLX+17, EdPG+10]. Driver [JXL+12]. DriverGuard [CDD13]. Drivers [Chu06, JKJ+10, Nou92, LU04, MSZ09]. DRM [WIS+15]. DRP [Mar08].


DVM [MSG+12, MSG14]. Dynamic [Abr80, AMAB17, BB13, BHI15, BFS+18, DHPW01, DMG+15, GSN93, JWH+15, Lee16, LB98, LJL+15, MDGS98, NMG15, PTHH14, SZW+16, TMLL14, TB17, TV12, Vac06, WHH+16, WCS09, XSC13, XML+18, YLH+17, ZFL15, ZWL09, ABDD+91, ARMMA18, AP18, BK14, BB12, BB15, BZA12, BOF17, CSV15, CPST15, GPW03, HLW+13, HB13, IRB19, JKL+13, JYW+13, JC18, KRCH14, KJM+07, LMV12, LYY18, LJJ+12, My09, NTH+17, PGL12, PBAM17, RH17, RBB17, SHR19a, SHR19b, SSEA18, WRSvdM11, WRS+15, Wu13, WHW+17, XH90, YWF09, vKF13].

Dynamically [MZG14, SML18, BLRC94, BDT13, FC98, HH13]. dynamically-linked [FC98]. Dynamics [YWCF15, ACT94]. dynamo [Hol95].


Efficient [AMA18, BWH+19, BHDS09, BKH+06, CWL12, CWH+14, CGV10, CHPY17, DMR10, ECJ+16, EG01, GHS17, HB13, JGSE13, KJL11, LM99, LFHJ91, MZD+18, MBBS13, NSL+06, ORPS09, PP16, PCC+16, RSF+15, SHZ+14, TLX17, WLW+15, WCC+16a, WXZ+17, WHD+16,
[LKL19, AD18]. **executing** [ACT94, Lot91]. **Execution** [ACM05d, ACM06f, CGMD19, HWBO3, KGZ19, IWC+17, M93, MO98, PY93, RT93, SV13, vLSM01, AS76, AAB+05b, BFC02, BDK+08, CLDA07, Fre05, GCARP+01, GK05, MMP+12, OJG91, SM01, TT93, ZL13].

**Execution-Driven** [PY93]. executions [KM13]. **Exercise** [Lee86].

Exhaustive [PM19]. existential [AT16]. **Existing** [JMSLM92, LTT92]. exit [HLW+13], exitless [AGH+16]. **exokernel** [Cof99]. Expansion [Par79].

Experience [San88, RM03, CARB10, CBLFD12, PBAM17, RSC+15, TGF08]. **Experiences** [NV05, SCD90, Tsa14, CMP+07].

**Executioning** [Bro89, ACM06c, FSH+13, HL13, SS72]. Experimenting [Taf11].

Experiments [Ker88]. Expert [Hee07]. **ExpEther** [NMS+14]. Explaining [YYL+15]. Explicit [WUK+18]. Exploitation [SSMGD10].

**Explorative** [AHK+15], explore [Fit14]. Exploring [CPM+18, SE12, SIdLB15, YBZ+15]. **Expo** [Ano06a]. Express [Ng01a, Ng01b].

**Expression** [Cox07, Cox09, Cox10, Cox12, Wat86, Wat87, Tho68]. Expressions [KP99].

**Extended** [DC15, Gum83, MT16, MT17, IBM88]. Extending [CT03, DLM+06, PTHH14, YTY00]. Extensible [FLCB10, TSP17, DCA04, YJZY12].

**Extension** [DCP+12]. Extensions [Fis01, SCP93].

**EXTERIOR** [FL13b]. External [AA18, FL13b]. extraction [WML02]. ExtraV [LKY+17]. ExtraVirt [LRC05]. extreme [NOR15]. **EXUS** [SKC73]. eye [Guy14].

Fabric [ZL18a]. **FACADE** [GLV99]. **FACILE** [GMP89]. Facilitating [cWCS14, SWcCM12]. **Facilities** [Gum83, GH91a, MN91]. **Facility** [MLA83, SM90, SZ88]. facto [Rus08]. Factor [SC18]. Fad [Fra98].

**Failure** [Fu10, M91+12, ZWH+17]. Failure-aware [Fu10, ZWH+17]. **Failures** [YYL+15, PBYH+08]. Fair [CL15, GLJJ16, HSN17a, TTH+19, RZ14].

**FairGV** [HSN17a]. Fairness [SKJ+17]. Falle [Mar08]. familiarized [Ame13]. **Farms** [Doi11]. Fast [CSS+13, CLW+14, Cox07, CHPY17, Hol95, HSN17a, Kou11, NOT+17, PEL11, ZLW+14, ZFY18, ZLZ+19b, ZLW+19b, KMMV14, KJLY15, MSZ09, SK13b, SV15]. Fast-Spreading [CLW+14].


Features [Gal11, Bau06b, Bau06a, IT86]. featuring [Wil06]. February [Ame10, USE01b]. federated [AO16, CFVP12, dCCDFD15, KMG+18]. federation [LWLL16]. Fedora [HH08]. feedback [NG13, ZBG+05]. feedback-control [ZBG+05]. feedback-directed [NG13]. FGP [FG91].

**FHPNC** [M+06]. Fiber [GDSA+17]. Fiber-based [GDSA+17]. Fidelity [KKTM17]. Field [BBM+15, KNT02]. Fifth
[ACM75, IEE96b, USE99, IEE04]. **File** [AEMWC+12, AvMT11, Li14, SNC91, ZZF06, FFYG08, HC12, Int06c, JXZ+10, SBQZ14, Vag10, WH08, WF07]. files [LLP+18]. **filesystem** [ZYZ+18]. filling [HUWH14]. film [SL00]. filtering [MG19]. **FIME** [ZD18]. final [Pul91]. find [Fab13]. finding [Bod88]. Fine [BSSS14, CHW12, CDD13, HSK17, JCZZ13, PG11, RB17, YSS+17, KWZ+19, WJGA12, YTS14]. **finite-grain** [WJGA12]. **Fine-Grained** [BSSS14, CHW12, CDD13, HSKe17, RB17, YSS+17, JCZZ13, PG11, KWZ+19, YTS14]. **Finite** [SC17]. **Finite-Markov** [SC17]. Firefly [KC16]. Firefox [Joo06]. Firewall [TMV12, JES+15]. **firmware** [ABB+15, MSCK92]. **First** [ACM05d, IEE84b, LCWB+11, MNS+14, ZR06, SS17, SHB+03]. First-Class [LCWB+11, SS17]. **Fit** [NKY+18, LWB13]. **Fixed** [Lam75, Bod88]. Flash [SYC14, Pat12]. **Flash-based** [SYC14]. flaws [Ano07]. flex [Kag09]. Flexibilities [LS15]. **Flexibility** [BSI+15, FPS+02]. Flexible [AvMT11, CGMD19, KWZ+19, KS20, LZW+17, LWB13, vMAT14, CARB10, CCL+17, TGCFO8]. Flow [WJ10, BK14, BKH+06, FLL+13, GE85, RJK+17, YKS16]. **Flows** [CDD13]. Flux [SMI18]. fly [URJ18]. focused [BDG18]. folding [CPST14, OI06]. Forecast [CWLI2, TLML14]. Forecasting [PCW+16, KSSG16]. **Forensics** [HN08, ZXY+15]. **Foreshadow** [VMW+19]. Formal [BDJdS02, BN75, CH78, Dom80b, JE12, Jen79, MP01, PG73, PG74, Qia99]. Formalism [UOKT84, Pul91]. Formalizing [HM01]. formation [HLW+13]. FORSETI [CSV15]. **FORTH** [Mar81, Kna93, Ode87]. FORTRAN [IBM88, Int88]. Forum [CS76, DM76, Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83, DHPW01, GPW03]. Forward [Uhl06, YK13]. found [Ano97b]. foundation [OJG91]. Foundations [Hog08, HMS17]. Four [QNC07]. Fourth [Ano03b, MS91b]. Fourth-Generation [Ano03b]. FPGA [GP13]. Frame [WH99]. Framework [DY17, G91b, JXL+12, KCWH14, KAJW93, LWLL10, LWB13, MGL+17, PXG+17, PST+15, SZW+16, SEK+19, TMV12, XWH+16, ZFL15, Ame13, AC16, BB15, BEE+03, CD14, FPGK18, Fre05, JSK+13, KAG09, Koa17, KKM+13, KJ+16, LLE17, NB11, PV06, RH17, RSC+15, RK18, SJRS+13, SSEA18, SL00, SK+16, STY+14, WHC16, ZWX16, ZSO1, ZSR+05]. Frameworks [ZLW18, AGH+15b, HZZ+14]. France [ACM90, ACM05b, Jou85, JPT94]. Francisco [ACM06a, USE02]. Free [Ano03a, BRX13]. FreeDOS [WF03]. French [APR09]. frequency [Kam13, SSEA18, AMAB17]. Friendly [ZBG+05]. Front [Ram93]. Frontier [Sar16]. Frontiers [ACM06e, M+06]. Full [HHC+16, HSL17, MZD+18, MCE+02, Sch13b, SWF16, LLY+18, YKS16]. Full-System [SWF16]. Fully [CGMD19, ZD18]. Function [EMAL17, FLZ17, HSL17, JW17, LW+16, MLXG19, RKRR17, YWL+18, ZKW17, ALW15, BCC+15, MCJ19, SHB19]. Functional [ACM90, Dan86, DCG12, GMP89, Ame13, WAK99, JON85]. functionality [MK19]. Functions [BCZ19, DL89, KLLT18, NGRF19, TF16, FJKK17,
fundamental [BCZ19].

funfte [Müh75]. funnel [LMV12]. Fusion [Kis08]. Future [GB19, Her06, KS08b, RG05, Sup04, AH12, Bau05, NIA18, Ros14, Str13, Yur02, SJPP11]. Fuzzing [KLF15]. Fuzzy [Hu90, LZ15, FLM+08, SENS16]. FWNs [SLJPP11].

G [ALW15]. GA [HMH17]. game [FK13, GLJ16]. games [WKC+09].

Gaming [ZQC16]. Gap [DGLZ11, FL13a, GSW+17, ZLHD15]. gaps [HUWH14]. Garbage [ADM98, DS16, GTS+15, HPHV17, PBAM17, Sch13a, SHB+03, URJ18, BOF17, DEE+16]. Gast [WF03]. Gast-Systeme [WF03].

Gateway [CCO05]. Gateways [DW14]. gather [Wol99].

Gb [YCL+18]. GC [HHPV15]. GCompris [CK06t, CK06r, CK06s, CK06q].


Generation [Ano03b, AC98, BDF+99, CF00, GFH82, MZG14, PG74, EL98, IIK+06, LLS+12, PG73, Sus76, Web10]. generational [WK08]. generations [BOF17]. generator [ABDD+91, EGKP02]. Generators [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83]. Generic [MM94]. generics [Int06a].

Geo [JWL+18]. Geo-Distributed [JWL+18]. geographically [KTB17].

Geometry [Hol95]. George [ACM03b]. Georgia [USE86, USE00a].

German [Joo09, Ber09, Bod10, CK06a, CK06b, CK06c, Fis09, Lar09, Sch13a, Spr07, WR07]. Germany [RM03, GHI+93, IEE01]. get [Ame13]. gets [Rou07].

Ghost [Arc07]. GI [Müh75]. Giants [FS12]. GKLEE [LLS+12].


Good [RY10]. Google [Cox12, Joo06, DC15]. Goto [Abr80].

GPGPU [CPM+18, MMG+18, TY14]. GPU [DS09b, GMK17, HSN17a, HSN17b, MZD+18, MTFK19, MNS+14, MGL+17, NMS+14, RSC+15, RS16, SCSL12, SIRP17, SPAK18, SKYK16, TTH+19, XML+18, YLWH14, YCL+18, YML+18, YSS+17]. GPU-Accelerated [MTFK19, SCSL12, SPAK18]. GPU-assisted [GMK17]. GFPDirect [YWCF15]. GPUs [LLS+12]. GPUvm [SKYK16]. GRACE [M+06].

gradient [MM92]. Gradual [RSF+15]. grain [WJGA12]. Grained [BSSS14, CHW12, CDD13, HSK17, RB17, YSS+17, JCZZ13, KWZ+19, PG11, YTS14].

Grammar [FS89]. Grande [ACM01b, DHPW01, GPW03].

Grande/ISOCOPE [ACM01b]. Granularity [PXG+17, RRB19, LLS14].

Graphic [CFM17, CRG16, LKY+17, SYT07, YTS14]. graph-based [CRG16].

Graph [CFM17, CRG16, LKY+17, SYT07, YTS14].

Graph [Ano03b, JXL+12, VLZL16, XML+18, ME87, Sus76].


Green [KL14, LLW+12, LJL12, WZV+13, YLHJ14].

[ACM05b, IEE04, SEF+06, TLC06, ZZF06, vLSM01, Rob06, SJW+13, SGV12, ZBP05, AKK+07, CCO+05, KGZ+04, LP14, WKT08, ZBP07].

Grid-Based [vLSM01]. GridGIS [M+06]. grids [CCWY05, MPA+08, GTN+06]. Grid-Based Group [Boa90, Sof83, YLN+17, CKP78, ZLH+15]. growth [LDL14], GSX [Zim05].


Guest [CCML12, NOT+17, ABG14, FL13b, JXZ+10, LD11, MSZ09, XHCL15, FDO05, KS08b]. Guest-Assisted [CCML12].

guest-OS [FL13b]. guest-transparent [JXZ+10]. GUI [PW03]. guidance [JSK+13].

Guide [Ame13, BBD+91, Bas04, Bas06, Gal09a, Oak14, OH05, Chi08, IBM88, Int88, IBM94, KSS09, KS10, MDD+08, MIS+05, RR09, TC10, War02, Wes08].

guided [HLW+13, SSH17]. GVirtuS [MGL+17].


Handbuch [Joo06, WF03, Bod10, Fis09, Joo09]. handler [Sal92]. handles [Ven97b, Ven97c]. Handling [SB16, SMA18]. hands [MDD+08]. hands-on [MDD+08].

Harbour [MR91]. hard [LTK17]. Hardware [AE01, CWS12, Cla97, HHV+02, HWWF07, Hsu01, JAD19, JSHM15, JAS+15, KAJW93, LH16, LZW+17, Ma97, N14+09, OT97, PVDS08, RTL+18, SYB12, SWF16, WCS06, YVCB17, YVCA18, ZTW17, vD06, AA06, AJH12, AEB19, BHDS09, CBGM12, FP14, HH13, HP77, KW13, KJM+07, Oi05, Oi06, Oi08, PGLG12, PB13, PE12, SE12, T096, WZW+11, XZ11, YJZY12, ZDK+19].

Hardware-Accelerated [SWF16]. Hardware-Assisted [JSHM15, JAS+15, RTL+18, AJH12]. Hardware-Based [PVDS08, KJM+07].

hardware-translation [Oi06, Oi08]. Hardware/Software [KAIW93, LH16, HH13, HP77, WZW+11]. Harmful [NMHS15, WC01].

Harmony [PPS+18]. HARNESS [BDF+99, GIK+99, MDGS98].

harnessing [GLV+10]. hash [SV15]. hash-array [SV15]. Hawaii [MS91b, Shr89]. Hbench [ZS01]. header [VED07]. Healing [BHI15, GK05].

Health [ZL16, ZL18]. heap [CV15, CH08, LD14, LLS+08, TLX17, WSAJ13]. Heavy [HS91]. hedging [RY10]. Helix [A03a]. help [Car14, Men03]. HEP [Dun86]. herd [KS18].

Heterogeneity [GLS15, KR16, XLJ16, WCS09]. Heterogeneous [GK+99, HSK17, HWCH16, KGG17, KGGS18, LMM18, LLZ18, OVI+12, RG17, YLH17, ZAI+16, BAC11, CDM+10, CKRJ17, DCMW17, GTGB14, GCARP+01, KHL17, KKB14, LZW+15, NRS92, PMS05, SWC08, ZLLL13].

HeteroOS [KGGS17, KGGS18]. HeteroVisor [GLS15]. Heuristic [BL17, XH90, CD14, KMT14]. Heuristics [ARMMA18, ATS16, B12, KR16, Man15b]. HI [Shr89]. HICAMP [CFS+12]. hidden [CWDO+06, WQG15]. Hiding [CLS07]. Hierarchical
[ABB19a, DM75, SPAK18, YWF09]. **Hierarchy** [SBK15]. **High**

[ACM98, ACM04b, AMA18, Bad82, BPP+17, CW03, DMS02, DYL+12, Han16, Hog02, IEE96b, IEE06a, KCWH14, KKT17, KMM13, LCK11, LMG01, LRP+19, LJZ12, LHAP06, MLG+02, RCM+12, RB01, SD01, SCSL12, SV13, SY14, URJ18, Vog03, WQG15, WCC16b, YWCF15, dGG+17, AAF+09, Ano96, BML+13, DQR+13, EMS15, FF96, Fu10, G+01, GTN+06, GBCW00, LBZ+11, LLE17, LMG00, LDL+08, MUKX06, M+06, MRC+13, MMG+18, RQD+17, SB10, SPF+07, SPAK18, WXW15, WWH+17, ZYZ+18].

**High-Assurance** [LJZ12]. **high-availability** [Fu10, LDL+08]. **high-bandwidth** [WXW15].

**High-Endurance** [AMA18]. **High-Fidelity** [KKTM17]. **High-Level** [DMS02, RB01]. **High-Performance** [ACM98, IEE06a, KCWH14, LMG01, SD01, SCSL12, URJ18, WCC16b, dGG+17, Han16, Hog02, SY14, LLE17, LMG00, MUKX06, SPF+07, SPAK18, WWH+17, ZYZ+18]. **high-performing** [GBCW00].

**High-speed** [LRP+19]. **Higher** [BW03]. **Highly** [KD78, ZFL15, CARB10, CGM17, GI12, GVI13, TGCF08]. **Hilton** [IEE90b].

**HipHop** [AEM+14]. **histograms** [CL14]. **History** [SKJ+17].

**History-Based** [SKJ+17]. **HITAC** [KAH83]. **HIVE** [Tay76]. **HLA** [LCT+15]. **HLA-Based** [LCT+15]. **hold** [Yur02]. **Holders** [War11].

**Holistic** [LGJ+18]. **Home** [DW14, See08b]. **hones** [Won97]. **honeypots** [ALL06]. **Hood** [Ven96, Ven97b, Ven97c, Ven97d]. **Hop** [WBHN18]. **Hose** [YLH17]. **Host** [CLW+14, QNC07, LMJ07, TB14]. **Host-Based** [CLW+14, LMJ07]. **Hosted** [SVL01, CBLFD12, CKT08, DS09b]. **hosting** [RQD+17].

**Hosts** [BB13, Bau06a, CLL+13, TuLeC13]. **Hot** [IEE96a, IEE97, IEE99, IEE01, BBTK+17]. **Hotel** [USE01a]. **HotOS** [IEE01]. **HotOS-VIII** [IEE01]. **Hotplug** [LJJ+15]. **HotSpot** [Sch13a, IRB19, Arm98, BOF17, HHV+02]. **HotSpot** [RB01]. **Houston** [ACM06d]. **HP** [BKMM87, MSCK92]. **HPC** [M+06, HCJ07, JQWG15, PNT12, PCB+18]. **HPC-GTP** [M+06].
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SIP17, SYMA17, YLH14, YLWH14, ZLH+15]. Mechanisms
[NMG15, NCI41, MG13, TMMVL12]. MECOM [JDW+14]. Media
[JW17, ZCG+17]. Mediated [XYD+18]. Meet [JW17, FHL+96]. Meets
[BBM+15]. Megh [BWH+19]. mehr [Joo06]. Memento [CPST15].
memories [Pat12]. Memory
[AW17, AMH+16, Bad82, Bro89, VMW+19, CLLS12, Cro93, GHS17, GKBB15,
Multi-dimensional Multi-Dispatch Multi-GPU Multi-granularity Multi-Language multi-level Multi-Objective Multi-processor multi-resource Multi-stage multi-server multi-source multi-tier multi-threaded multi-tier multi-user multiCache Multicore multigrid multihost Multilayer Multilayered Multimedia multiple multiprogramming Multiprocessor Multiprocessors multiprogramming/multiprocessing Multithreading mySQL Nam Named Nancy Nation Nation-Wide National Native Near-Precise Near-Native Near-Precision Net NetAdvantage NetLCR Netstumbler NetWare Network ACM98, RM03, AFG+17, AVNR19, Ano10, AO16, ACA16, BRIdM10, BL17, BHEP14, CFM17, CPS17, CKT08, Cre10b, DW14, EMAL17, Fis01, FLZ17, GHM+18, HSL17, HS12, HJG18, IKU15, JW17, KKTM17, Ken80, KAZS14, KLLT18, LLW+16, LDRS18, LCF12, MLXG19, MCZ06, Mon97, MR06, Nou92, PHL+12, PCR89, PST+15, Rix08, RRRK17, SSOT17, UVL+13, WB81, XWH+16, XD16, XD17, ZHHC17, ZWH+17, ZKWH17, ACM06c, AM16, AMIA19, ALW15, BCC+15, BCM90, BL90, BH13, BBS06, CBZ+16, CB10, CRBI2, Cre10a, DYL+12, FLL+13, FJKK17, FK13, FSH+13, GLL16,

O [RM03, AJM+06, AMA18, AD11, ABG14, ABB+15, BMS16, BHEP14, CWH+16, CDD13, CRZH15, DCP+12, DS09b, GAH+12, HB12, JAD19, KS08a, KMN+16, LLLE17, LMR18, LHAP06, NSP16, PST+15, Rus08,
SBQZ14, SYC14, SVL01, TtLCc13, VW08, WR12, ZSR+05. Oak [SVN+10].
Oakland [IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE91]. OAMulator [MS01]. OASIS [UBL+82].
OB [XHC15]. Oberon [WF03]. Object [Bad82, BBD+91, BP01, CAF+91, Low88, PTHH14, PMC05, San88, STFH15, USE99, USE01b, BPB86, BP03, BZD17, DNR06, GSN93, IT86, LM99, VED07, WML02]. Object-Based [Bad82]. Object-Oriented [BBD+91, USE99, USE01b, PTHH14, PMC05, San88, BPB86, GSN93, IT86, WML02]. Objective [GLBJ18, LPB17, AP18, GGQ+13, GKP+19, HZL+18, RK18, SL14, SCL+19, ZLL+16].
Objectives [Qia99, ABB+19b, SK13a]. Observation [NBH08, SCFP00].
observation-based [SCFP00]. occupied [SZ13]. OCTET [BKC+13].
October [ACM03b, Ano99b, Ano06a, Boa90, IEE03, Tho93, USE00a, Vra05].
October-official [CGV10]. off [CGV10]. Offensive [BDJdS02]. Offers [Ano03a, Got07]. Office [BRldM10, Ano03b]. Offline [TRG13, SHLJ13].
Offloading [CLI16a, GKKX13]. of-official [SldLB15]. OGSA [AKK+07].
OGSA-DAI [AKK+07]. Oktober [Mih75]. Old [Got07]. Older [SHB+03].
Older-first [SHB+03]. Oleco [Joo06]. On-Chip [GGM+16]. On-Demand
[SEF+06, ZZF06, DEG+17, JCZ13]. on-Device [XYD+18]. On-Stack
[WBHN18, LH13]. On-the-fly [URJ18]. One
[Cre09, HPHV17, NKY+18, JK15, Ste14]. one-shot [JK15]. Online
[FL13a, GR15, HKLM17, HKKW13, JWL+18, Joo06, KTB17, NG13, RG17, SZW+16, SIK+16, SXCL14, SCL+19, ZHW+17, ZWC+14, BB12, LS04, NK10, ZYW16]. Online-Handbuch [Joo06]. Ontario [ACM06f, SFo83].
onto [AO16, Bak83, BS90, PS16]. Open
[AFG+17, SJV+05, AGH+15a, AAB+05a, FP14, TSP17]. Open-Source
[SJV+05, AAB+05a]. OpenCL [KJJ+16, TY14]. OpenFlow [YKS16].
OpenJDK [BFS+18]. OpenNebula [KMT14]. OpenOffice [Joo06].
OpenQRM [Kar07]. OpenStack [AMIA19, BB15]. OpenSUSE
[CK06g, CK06f, CK06o, CK06p, CK06p]. Operand [MSI18]. Operating
[ACM75, ACM03b, BPB+17, BYBYT16, CD12, Das91, HXZ+16, IEE01, J+05, MKKE12, MM94, RT93, SLM89, THB06, Vra05, ACT94, CCZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CK06a, CK06b, CK06e, CKP78, Com00, CLDA07, Dav04, Don87, HKD+13, KSLA08, Kon11, KS20, MW18, MDFS72, NV05, Ros06, SPF+07, ST32, T8T93, Vac06, Van06, WR07, WWT89, WHSE15, YK13, Mat10]. Operation [ZR06]. Operational [Dan12, Siv04].
Operations [OLZ16, MPF+06]. operator [GHM+18]. Opportunistic
[KMK16, OMB+15].
Optimal
[BP99, BB12, DEG+17, HM18, HJG18, WHC16]. Optimisation [SCL+19, YWGH13, GKP+19]. Optimises [War80].
Optimistic [Pon19, WGF11]. Optimization
[CPS17, CWH+16, DKW15, GLBJ18, KC16, LW11, Man15a, MJW+14, NIA18, RRB19, SM06, SHZ+14, WK90, YKM17, YWF09, GCAFR1+01, HLW+13, JK13, KS13, KS18, LLWW18, MS17, dOL12, ZLL+16, ZLY18].
Optimization-Based [SHZ+14]. Optimizations
[HB12, NBK16, RLZ+16, CPST15, NG13, PGLG12]. Optimizer
[OLZ16, LDL+08]. Optimized
[CGC16, MZD+18, HZL+18, KCV11, LWL16, TMMVL12]. Optimizing
[CEG07, dCCDFd015, EG03, GKT17, HHC+16, JGW+11, KRS+17,
LQW+12, LL14, LXM+16, MCZ06, SMK02, SV15, ZLLL13, ZJXL11,
FMIF18, HSC15, ZLBF14, FLL+13]. Options [HDM08]. Oracle [VSC+10].
orbit [SSN94]. Order [BW03, BFC02]. Ordering [HMH17]. ORE
[OMB+15]. Oregon [IEE93b, USE85]. O'Reilly [Ano97a]. Organization
[BPC94, Kam83, RSGG15, Juo07, Skr01]. Organizational [PXG+17].
organizer [MS00, SMES01]. organizing [OK90]. Orient [IT86]. Oriented
[BD+91, BWD+15, BS90, CAF+91, DY17, ECET18, HW12, LVM16,
RSGG15, SYB12, USE99, USE01b, ZL18a, Beg12, BPB86, Fro13, GSN03,
IIK+06, IT86, PTHH14, PMC05, PPO14, San88, WML02]. Origin [Den01].
Original [BDR+12]. Orthogonally [LMG01, LMG00]. OS-Level
[ccW14, KHW+16, SWcCM12]. OS/2 [Bri98]. OS/390 [DBC+00]. OS6
[SS72]. OSCAR [VS06]. OSS [Ble10]. Other [Den01, Mac79, KS13, Mat10].
OtOt [DKF94]. Ottawa [ACM06f]. Out-of-Band [ZSXZ07, PBYH+08].
Out-of-order [BFC02]. Out-of-Process [RB01]. out-of-the-box
[XHCL15]. Out-of-VM [ZFL15]. Outline [Kee77]. Outsourced
[WD18, CMP+13, QZDJ16]. outsourcing [SAG13]. Over-Provisioning
[SC18]. overbooked [LPBB+18]. Overcoming [APST05].
Overcommitment [GKBB15]. Overcommitted
[CWS12, WCS06, ZHHC17]. overhead
[LPD+11, LBL16, ZHCB15, ZLZ+19a]. overheads [MST+05]. overload
[LYYY18]. Overloaded [BB13]. Overshadow
[CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c]. Overview
[Lau87, MLG+02, ALW15, BB08, MNA16]. oVirt [Ano14d]. OVM [BFC02].
P [Dom80b, SSU+12, Syr07]. P-Code [Dom80b]. P.R.O.S.E [Van06]. P2P
[Sta07]. P5 [A+04, B+05, G+05]. PA [ACM04b, ACM96, IEE04]. PaaS
[ECET18, ZLHD15]. Package [PBR+90]. Packages [JMSLM92, LTT92].
Packet [VLZL16, LRP+19, Ste14]. Packeteer [Ano03a]. Packing
[GR15, RG17, SXCL14, XDL15, LLZ+19, SZ13]. PACT'06 [ACM06b].
Page [AW17, CWL+15, CHLY18, KYP+17, LH16, LLZ+19, LZW+17,
MZD+18, MT16, MT17, WLW+15, AJH12, BSSM08, CW+14, WTLS+09].
Page-Aware [CW+15, CHLY18]. Page-level [LZW+17].
Page-sharing-based [LLZ+19]. Pages [GBK15, Ano97a, JDW+14].
Paging [BG70, GHS17, HBL+10, GHS16, TKG89]. Pagoda [YSS+17].
Palm [MS00, SMES01]. Palo [ACM01b]. Panel [G+01, UBF+08, BDF+08].
Papers [DC15, KM13, ACM90, G+88]. PAPMSC [SDD+16]. para [LC13].
para-virtualized [LC13]. paradigm [BD11]. PARALISP [CRZ83].
Parallax [hTMAC+08]. Parallel [ACM06b, Arm78, BP99, BS90, EGR15,
Fis01, HD16, HHK94, IEE93a, IM93, JN15, KNT02, Loy92, LCF12, MM92,
MM93, MRG17, MM94, NOT+17, PY93, SSN94, TV092, WCC16b, Wat86,
Wat87, Wel94, YP15, ZRZ15, AS14, AGIS94, BPC94, Bir94, BL90, BFC02,
Parallelism [HC18, YTS14]. Parallelization [vKF13]. Parallelizing [SSL, 13]. Parallels [Tho08]. parametric [PULO16, UTO13]. Paranoid [Bau05, Bau06b, Bau06a]. ParaSail [Ta11]. Paravirtual [KMN, +16]. Paravirtualization [AD11, SBQZ14]. ParCo93 [JPTE94]. PARD [MSS, +15]. ParDMCom [M, +06]. PAROS [MM94]. PARS [CWL, +15]. Parser [UOKT84]. Part [Cre09, HO92, RGSJ17, Sch94b, Sch94a, Cre08a, SS72, Zyt94a, Zyt94b]. Partial [BWD, +15, WGF11, WWH, +17]. partiality [Dan12]. partially [HH13]. Partition [Int06c, LLS, +08]. Partition-based [LLS, +08]. partitioned [Van06]. Partitioning [Bad87, Ian14]. Partitions [Int06b, SJRS, +13]. Party [CRZH15]. Pascal [Har77, GBO87]. Pass [XYD, +18, PDC, +12, YLWH14]. Pass-Through [XYD, +18, PDC, +12, YLWH14, MLA, +83]. passé [BC10]. Passing [Fra98, GGM, +16, DM93, TO91, UR15, XH90]. Passthrough [XD16, XD17]. Password [CD12]. Part [Sup04, BJG19, BS96, JKDC05]. PASTE’01 [ACM01a]. patches [Ano07]. path [AM16]. PATHWORKS [Non92]. Pattern [CFM17, HPP15, YDW18, ZDLG17, OK90]. Pattern-Aware [HPP15]. Patterns [CL17a, ESY, +17, PMC05]. Paxos [HMS17]. PC [ACM04a, GBO87, Mon97]. PCI [YLWH14]. PCs [Ros99]. PDB [HHH04]. PDCE [M, +06]. PDP [GBO87, Ham76, PK75a, She02]. PDP-11 [GBO87, Ham76, PK75a]. PDP-11/40 [GBO87]. PDP-8 [She02]. PDS [AA8, +05b]. Peak [LTE12]. PEMU [ZFL15]. penguin [Bau05, Bau06b, Bau06a, Fab13]. Pentium [RI00]. Perceiving [XWH, +16]. perception [MW18]. Perfectr [NB11]. Perfectr-Xen [NB11]. Performance [ACM98, ACM04b, Ano03b, AD11, Bad82, BL90, Cal75, CFH, +79, CFH, +80, CGS06, CHW12, DLLN18, De 06, DSZ11, EDS, +15, GE85, Gua14, GBKB15, HSK17, HTB19, HB12, IEE96b, IEE06a, IN87, JR02, JK13, KCWH14, KS08a, KMM13, KP15, KD78, LZ15, LCK11, LMR18, LMG01, LCT, +15, LHAP06, LTZ, +14, MJW, +14, MT16, MT17, MLG, +02, MBK, +92, NMS, +14, Oak14, OBSR16, PZW, +07, Pat12, PNT12, Ra79, RCh, +12, RP07, SHW, +17, SD01, SCSL12, SDD, +16, SJA, +17, SM92, SM02, TH, +14, URJ18, UT87, VP16, Vos03, WKT08, WCC16b, XLJ16, YC98a, YWCF15, ZRZY15, ZWL, +18, ZJXL11, dGG, +17, AKK, +07, AAR, +03, AGH, +16, Ano96, AWR05, BML, +13, BB12, BJG19, BBM09, BER14, CBGM12, CBZ, +16, CMP, +07, DQR, +13, DLL, +16, DSSP06, DYL, +12, EMS15, Fit14, FF96, GP13, G, +01, GV13, G, +05, GAH, +12, Han16, HHSG18, Hog02, HC12]. performance [HL13, KKJL14, KL13, Kou11, KCV11, LBZ, +11, LLE17, LM99, LMG00, LL14, LQD, +18, MCC18, MA10, MST, +05, MUKX06, M, +06, MMG, +18, MW05, NB11, OLI3, PV08, RHR02, RQD, +17, Rix08, SEN16, SE12, SB10, SPF, +07, SYC14, SPA18, TIIN09, VW08, WW, +17, YC98b, YZLQ14, AAH, +03, AGH, +16, Ano96, AWR05, BML, +13, BB12, BJG19, BBM09, BER14, CBGM12, CBZ, +16, CMP, +07, DQR, +13, DLL, +16, DSSP06, DYL, +12, EMS15, Fit14, FF96, GP13, G, +01, GV13, G, +05, GAH, +12, Han16, HHSG18, Hog02, HC12].
YQZ14, YQZ19, ZYI+18, ZSR+05, ZSW+06, ZLCZ18.
Performance-Based [CHW12]. Performance-directed [RP07].
Performance-Guaranteed [ZWL+18], performing [BB08, GBCW00].
performs [Ven97d], period [B+07], Periodic [LD05], periodical [YQZ14].
Periods [RB17]. Persistence [SCD90], Persistent
[GH91b, LSW88, SMES01, SXH+19, LM99, LMG00, MS00, LMG01].
Personal [Hir92, LBP+07]. Perspective
[FLZ17, Han16, RSG15, FP14, LDDT12, Wal10]. perspectives [MA10].
Pervasive [HHH04, BTLNBF+15, HH05]. Petascale [Geit02].
Pete [Gal09a, Gal09b, Gal11]. PEVM [LMG00, LMG01]. Phantasy [RZPX19].
phase [JK13, TF16, ZL13]. phases [RHR02]. Phoenix [ACM03a].
Phosphor [BK14]. Physical
[BBM+15, PS16, WLW+17, AAM+16].
physics [GTN+06]. Piccolo [CHP17]. PicoJava [MO98, TO96, OT97].
PIPPIN [DH01]. Pittsburgh [ACM96, ACM04b, IEE04]. PL [SKC73].
PL/EXUS [SKC73]. Place [USE01a, Fab13]. Placement
[CGC16, GLBJ18, JQWG15, KP15, LTE12, LYS+18, LPB17, Man16,
SHZ+14, YWW+17, ZWL+18, ZHL16, dSdF16, CL17b, EMS15, FLL+13,
FS19, FMIF18, GGQ+13, GA18, HAM18, HZL+18, IKU15, JC18, KHL17,
KSO+15, LBZ+11, LZW15, LWW18, LPBB+18, MS17, Man18, MNA16,
MHH19, EYS19, Pon19, RK18, RJK+17, TMLL14, TMMVL12, XTB17,
YPLZ17, ZWHC17, ZWL+19a, ZLL+16, ZWH+17]. plane
[AMIA19, LRP+19]. Planes [UVL+13]. PlanetFlow [HPB06]. PlanetLab
[MPF+06]. planning [Hal08, MIST+05]. plans [Kal97, Lot91]. Planung
[Zim05]. Platform [DHPW01, DMG+15, Fra09, GWP03, JXL+12, JJO2,
MCE+02, PPS+18, SML18, Sun99, TCP+17, WL96, Wal99, WBHN18,
BB+10, Fra06, MW18, PW03, WQQ15, WCC+16a, XZ11, Ros99].
platform-independent [PW03]. Platforms
[AMA18, Ano06a, BDG18, GLL15, SN05b, Uh06, YP15, BSL+18, DPW+09,
GLK+12, MRM06, MBBS13, NV05, SBP+17]. Player [Joo06, Zim06].
Pex86 [LAW00]. Pliant [KDB16]. Pliant-based [KDB16]. plotter
[MSCK92]. plug [Kag09]. plug-in [Kag09]. Plural [UT87]. pocket
[BBD+10, FFB+00]. pointers [AT16]. points [TLX17]. points-to [TLX17].
Policies [KC12, NMP15]. Policy [LDRS18, SL14]. Policy-Compliant
[LDRS18]. polymer [RWS92]. polymorphism [PUL016, UTO13]. pooling
[WRWvdM11, WRS+15]. POPL [ACM99]. POLOG [SSG90]. Port
[DBM192]. Portability [Hir92, JR02]. Portable
[HWB03, LBA84a, SMK02, Let84b, FG+05, HK07, LTK17, AEMWC+12].
Porting [Caa00, JH1, Kf06, MB98, Shi03, vK09]. Portland
[IEE93b, USE85]. posium [USE01c]. Post [AGJS16, HDG09]. Post-Copy
[AGJS16, HDG09]. Postroom [Osb01]. Potential [FRD+08, Got07, JK13].
Power
[AAM+16, DSN14, HSK17, KBB11, KL14, LZ15, LLE17, MV16, MJW+06,
RSN+17, RSW+18, SSN12, SDD+16, Sta07, XDS15, ZWL+18, CBGM12,

Praxisbuch [Lar09]. Praxisführer [Bor01]. Pre [LUL+05]. Pre-virtualization [LUL+05]. Precedence-Constrained [EGR15]. Precise [LJFS17, BHSB14, TLX17]. Precision [MO98]. Praxis [Bec09]. Praxisbuch [Lar09]. Praxisführer [Bor01]. Pre [LUL+05]. Preliminary [HW93]. prep [IPB09]. PreScheme [Ram93]. presence [CFG+13]. present [JKDC05, Yur02]. presented [ACM90]. Preservation [JE12, BB08]. preserve [STFH15]. Preserving [BS96, DNR06]. pretenuring [BOF17]. Prevent [SYB12]. preventing [PRB07]. prevention [MA17]. previous [STFH15]. price [WHC16]. pricing [ADA+19, DEG+17]. Primary [PP16]. Primitive [LCWB+11, BMWB86, Poi90]. PRIMITIVES [Ble89]. Princeton [FS11]. principled [WSAJ13]. Principles [ACM75, ACM99, ACM03b, Bu07, PJZ18, SHW+15, Vra05, SS72]. Privacy [IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE91, WLL+13]. Private [HW12, Nie12, SYMA17, WH08, ZLW+19a, Fro13]. Privileged [MPF+06]. Pro [SRS09, Fra06, Fra09, Wil06]. proactive [IRB19]. Proactively [GBK15]. probabilistic [PKS+19]. probability [LYYY18]. Problem [BL17, BFG+14, Man15a, MM92, EYGS19, SL00]. Proceedings [ACM06, ACM97, ACM99, ACM04b, ACM05b, ACM06a, ACM06b, Ano99b, Boa90, IEE96b, LCK11, USE99, USE00a, USE00b, USE01a, USE01b, ACM00, ACM03b, ACM05a, ACM06f, Ano93, GHH+93, HHK94, IEE85, IEE04, JPT94, Mat10, MR91, SS05, USE85, USE86, Vra05, ACM75, ACM81, ACM89, ACM90, ACM01b, RM03, ACM04a, ACM05c, ACM05d, ACM06e, ACM06c, ACM06d, Ano01b, Ano04b, Ano06a, BW03, IEE84b, IEE84a, IEE90a, IEE90b, IEE91, IEE92, IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE05, IEE06b, IEE06a, MS91b, Ost94, Sof83, Shr90, Thi93, USE91, USE93, USE01c, USE02, USE06, M+06]. Process [AGLM91, Bal91, HPHV17, MZG14, RB01, SC17, Tho93, AC95, LZWD15, EYGS19, XCJ+14]. process-aware [XCJ+14]. Processes [JADAD06a, Kim84, SN05b, WT91]. Processing [DKW15, Loy92, VLZL16, DH01, EF94, GSN93, IM93, KHL17, KZ+19, LKY+17, LRP+19, LG93, MMG+18, WWT89, Wün13, ZDK+19]. Processor [ISE08, NSL+06, RWX+12, SKJ+17, IJK+06, LRC05, VdlFCC97, WDSW01,
44

[LC09a]. **Reflection** [FPS+02, ORPS09]. **Reflections** [MLA83]. **Reflective** [CGMD19]. **region** [HLW+13, LXRS19, vKF13]. **region-based** [vKF13]. **Register** [CK87]. **registers** [SCEG08]. **Regular** [Cox07, Cox09, Cox12, KP99, Tho08]. **reification** [RRB17]. **Reincarnation** [Ros04]. **Rejuvenation** [SAT09, AMA+14, MNT14]. **Relation** [KLLT18]. **Relational** [WK90]. **release** [IBM94, IBM96]. **Releases** [Ano03a, Ano03b]. **relevant** [NP13]. **Reliability** [ESY+17, HXZ+16, XH16, MD74]. **Reliable** [PEC+14, THB06, WY+17, Car14, SHR19a, SHR19b, Van06, WQG15, WXW15]. **Reliably** [TCP+17]. **relocation** [KJLY15]. **Remaining** [XLWX19]. **remapping** [AS14, LJL12]. **Remote** [FLM+08, JKB15, KM13, RRB17, SIRP17, SWW+18]. **Remoting** [MGL+17]. **removal** [WGF11]. **Remus** [dSOK17]. **RemusDB** [MRC+13]. **Renaissance** [FDF05]. **Rendezvous** [SM92]. **renewable** [KTB17]. **Renewal** [WN17]. **ReNIC** [DCP+12]. **Reno** [ACM89]. **rental** [FBZS12]. **Repair** [SEK+19]. **repeatability** [Vit14]. **Replacement** [GH12D, WBHN18, LH13]. **Replay** [BJH+16, JKB15, KM13, RLT+18, SCF00, CLG+10, WXZ+17]. **Replaying** [WKG17]. **Replica** [GLB18]. **Replication** [CWL+15, LJL+11, DCP+12, KJJ+16, LMV12]. **reply** [DM76]. **Report** [Ano01a, Ano02, Ano04a, CBLFD12]. **repository** [AWR05, GKP+19]. **representation** [IT86]. **reproducibility** [Vit14]. **reproducing** [PTM+15]. **Request** [LYS+18]. **Requests** [MLXG19]. **Requirement** [YWR+14]. **Requirements** [PG74, PG73]. **ReRanz** [WWL+17]. **Research** [AAB+05a, Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano02, Ano04a, Ano04b, Boa90, DMS02, IEE90a, IEE91, Kim84, Ten17, USE01, USE01d, USE02, AGH+15a, ADWM18, BJG19, CBLFD12, Her10, SVN+10, Vit14, HBS17]. **ReSeer** [WXZ+17]. **Reservation** [HC18, ZWC+19]. **reservations** [THG+18]. **reserved** [DEG+17]. **reset** [RY10]. **Reshaping** [BHI15]. **Resident** [WK90]. **Resilience** [NTR18, OMB+15]. **Resilient** [VS19, BGS13, OMB+15, TDG+18]. **resolution** [GE85]. **resolving** [ZW+14]. **Resource** [BBMA91, BL17, ECET18, FDF05, GLS15, GA18, HC17, JSHM15, LZW13, LCT+15, LCFL12, MSS91, MBA+12, PFPJ18, RG17, SJBJ14, SC17, SC18, SZW+16, SXCL14, Sur01, WIS+15, XSC13, YSS+17, ZQJC16, ATS16, AS14, Car06, CMP+13, EdPG+10, Fu10, HZZ+14, JWH+15, JC18, LCO99b, LYYY18, LLZ+19, LLS14, MS01, Mly09, PKS+19, RGAT18, SGV13, SGV12, VVB13, Wa02, WDCL08, WSVY09, ZWC+19]. **Resource-aware** [GA18, PFPJ18, SGV12]. **Resource-Latency** [BL17]. **Resources** [CRZH15, KGS16, PCC+16, HMH17, KHL17, LTZ+14, PSZ+07, TZE17, WRSvdM11, WRS+15, ZBP07]. **Resourcing** [MSS+15]. **Resourcing-on-Demand** [MSS+15]. **Responding** [BSM+12]. **Response** [BE17, WZKP19]. **Responsibility** [GKXK13]. **Ressource** [Mar08]. **restart**

MSG+12, SZ13, WWT89, YZSC17. Scaling
[HC17, JW18, JDJ+06, PBL+16, TCP+17, AB16, SSEA18, AMAB17].
Scaling-Aware [HC17, AMAB17]. SCAN [Ble89].
Scenarios [MTFK19, KCV11, Sch13a]. Scenes [Cra98]. scheduler [KCS14].
Scheduling [BE17, EGR15, HSN17b, JJK+11, KDB16, LMM18, LGJ+18, LD05, LC13, PG18, RB17, TTH+19, VSO19, WWT89, ZQZ16, ZLW18, AB19a, BC10, DEE+16, DQW15, DCM17, HKS19, JGW+11, KJJ+13, KCV11, NAR19, RZ14, SS13, SHLJ13, SSN12, Sto07, TMLL14, THG+18, VWB13, WQG15, WCC+16a, XJC+14, XLWZ18, YPLLZ17, YWGH13, YQZ14, YQZ19, ZSR+05].
Scaling-Aware [HC17, AMAB17].
SCAN [Ble89]. Scenarios [MTFK19, KCV11, Sch13a]. Scenes [Cra98].
Scheduling [BE17, EGR15, HSN17b, JJK+11, KDB16, LMM18, LGJ+18, LD05, LC13, PG18, RB17, TTH+19, VSO19, WWT89, ZQZ16, ZLW18, AB19a, BC10, DEE+16, DQW15, DCM17, HKS19, JGW+11, KJJ+13, KCV11, NAR19, RZ14, SS13, SHLJ13, SSN12, Sto07, TMLL14, THG+18, VWB13, WQG15, WCC+16a, XJC+14, XLWZ18, YPLLZ17, YWGH13, YQZ14, YQZ19, ZSR+05].
Schema [SI81].
Scenic [AMA18, KAZS14, RSN+18, SHZ+14, YWR+14, KJLY15, LJYZ15, XJC+14, YPLLZ17, YQZ14, YQZ19, FM90, KR94]. Schemes [Do11, MNA16, YWGH13].
Schloss [IEE01]. School [BGP00]. Science [ACM06d, BR01, DG05, SGV12].
Science [Shr89, MS91b]. Scientists [THLK10]. Screening [LP14].
Scripting [MJW+06]. SDDSFL [CLLS12]. SDN [BDF19, HTB19, LLY+18, SB18, VVC+17]. SDN&NFV [ABB+19b].
SDN-enabled [HTB19]. SDNs [ALW15]. SDWN [AFG+17]. SE [LYBB14].
Seamless [Hir92, TDG+06, XWJX15, BADM06]. Search [Cox12, MNS+14, CWo+06, KMT14, Tho68, WXZ+17]. search-based [WXZ+17]. Seattle [ACM05c, ACM06b, LCK11, Ost94]. Sebastopol [Amer97].
SecondSite [RCOW12]. Secure [AVNR19, AMH+16, CCML12, CLDA07, JSHM15, JAS+15, LJRR12, LP11, PEC+14, QZDJ16, R100, RSGG15, THB06, Ttlc13, WF07, YML+18, vd00, BDS+09, GNDB16, HKD+13, IEE08, LLX+17, SL12, TLBW12, ZBP05].
Secured [TMV12, WCC16c]. securing [Hal08, Hal09]. Security [AKK+07, Ano93, AEB19, Att79, BDG18, De 06, ESY+17, FJJKK17, GW07, HHSG18, HB17, IEE08a, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE05, JE12, KZB+90, KS08a, KS08b, LWLL10, NMMP15, PM19, PvdS08, Pfo13, SJV+05, SM90, SEF+06, St05, TMV12, TV12, USE00b, VN08, WHD+09, WTM18, ZL16, ZL18b, Ano07, BTMS10, Bau05, Bau06b, Bau06a, Bel06, BCP+08, Bor07, BBS06, Hal09, HMS04, IIK+06, LLW+12, MD73, MD74, Mat09, MA17, PG11, PZH13, PBB13, Sch13b, VT14, WHSE15, DTW07]. Security-focused [BDG18]. security-oriented [IUK+06]. see [Yur02]. SEED [DTW07].
sein [KGG00]. Selecting [NBK16]. selection [JK13, LZW13, LLW18, MC19]. Selective [WZ11+]. Self [BHI15, BRX13, HHW10, JC18, dOL12, CBLFD12, GKO5, KKB14, OK90].
Self-Adaption [BHI15]. Self-adaptive [JC18, KKB14].
[SEK+19, MSZ09]. semi-automatic [MSZ09]. Semi-Autonomic [SEK+19].
Sensing [SML18]. sensitive [DK17, KSLA08, LCL14, ZBP07]. sensitivity
[HB13, TZK17]. Sensor [BSI+15, LC02, MAK07]. sensors [ALL06].
Separation [KF91, WLMD16, LWM14]. September [ACM81, ACM04a,
ACM05a, ACM06c, ACM06b, Ano93, BW03, GHH+93, Jou85, JPT94].
Sequence [EDS+15]. sequential [Clo85]. Serialization [BP01, BP03].
Series [Kee77, KAH83]. Server
[Ano03a, Apr09, BE17, Bod10, Car06, CGS06, Do11, HSK17, Joo09, KS09,
KLTL18, LZ15, Lar09, LC09b, LC09a, Mar08, MG08, MG09, PZW+07,
RWX+12, R+02, SWC08, WN17, ZHW+17, Zim05, Zim06, A+04, AGH+15b,
B+07, DBC+00, Hal08, IMK+13, LLW+18, LLS+08, LL14, LDDT12, MNT14,
MR06, NTH+17, R+13, RPE12, Wal02, WDT18, YZW+13, AHH+03,
Ano03a, B+07, D+04, Ham07, Lar09, MWWHO5, OH05, Ru07, R+02].
Servern [Mar08]. Servers [DSM14, JJK+11, KAZS14, SDD+16, SKJ+17,
WLW+17, A+04, BBH08, G+05, Hal08, JDJ+06, Mly09, SZ13]. Service
[BB13, BFG+14, DPKA11, EMAL17, ESY+17, HW12, HG18,
HPH17, JWL+18, LP14, LLW+16, RSNK17, RSGL15, VWT+17, WHD+16,
BSM+12, CMG+19, CHCC07, DM+17, EdPG+10, ECAE13, EM13, Fro13,
GHM+18, KKB14, KS20, LZWC13, MLY+13, R+13, RPE12, Wal02, WDT18,
YZW+13, AHH+03, Ano03a, B+07, D+04, Ham07, Lar09, MWWHO5, OH05,
Ru07, R+02].
Service [DSM14, JJK+11, KAZS14, SDD+16, SKJ+17,
WLW+17, A+04, BBH08, G+05, Hal08, JDJ+06, Mly09, SZ13]. Service-Oriented
[HW12, RSGG15, Fro13]. Serviceability [RB01].
Services [BFHW75, EEE06b, MSS+15, MLXG19, WC01, ZLW18, BDS+09,
HB06, KBB11, KSLA08, LTZ+14, ZEdlP13]. Set
[AC98, EL98, NKY+18, ZDLG17]. sets [HW15]. setups [RPE12]. SGAM
[ZLH+15]. SGX [VMW+19]. Shadow [WLW+15, GHS16]. ShadowReboot
[YK13]. Shared
[Bro89, CH08, Cro93, KR18, LZW+16, RKRK17, SLMG9, SV13,
SN91, SNS03, CFS+12, JGSE13, PW03, TZK17, WWS89, WDC08].
Shared-Memory [Cro93, RLZ+16, SLMG9, WWS89]. shared-source
[PW03]. Sharing [ACA16, BFHW75, CDN02, MS70, PTM+15, RG17,
SAB+07, XML+18, LLZ+19, LLS14, LTZ+14, TtLcC13, WTLS09].
Sharing-Aware [RG17]. shell [FL13b]. Shoot4U [OLZ16]. Short
[HW15, KKC+16]. Short-circuit [KKC+16]. shortest [AM16]. shot [JK15].
Shoulders [FS12]. Showcase [USE00a]. showdown [SCEG08]. Shredder
[AMH+16]. Shredding [AMH+16]. Shrink [LWB13]. Shrink-Fit [LWB13].
Shrinking [Ste14]. shuffling [ZWC+14]. Shuttle [cCWS14]. Sibling
[OG16]. SIGACT [ACM99]. SIGCOMM [RM03]. SIGCSE [ACM06d].
SIGMETRICS [ACM81]. Signal [MBK+92]. SIGOPS [ACM04a].
SIGPLAN [ACM01a, ACM09]. SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM99].
SIGSOFT [ACM01a]. Silent [AMH+16]. Silicon [ZL18a]. Silicon-Monona
[ZL18a]. SILLIAC [Grl0]. Sim [Skr01]. SIMD
[PSBG11a, PSBG11b, PBR+90, Sig89]. Simics [Ano14a, MCE+02].
similarities [CL14, CL17b]. similarity [GVI13, LLF+18, LLW18]. Simple
[Bak83, Cox07, NOR15, WDT18]. Simplicity [BGP00, DSSP06].
simplification [FS08]. Simplified [Beg12, PSC+07]. simplifying [Cla05]. simulated [GE85, RH17, WDSW01]. Simulating [HO92, Pou90, RPE12, TO91, ZR06, FPGK18, Skr01, WC91]. Simulation [ADG+92, AB16, DBM92, JN15, KD78, Kut92, MCE+02, MBK+92, MJ93, PBR+90, PY93, Tur92, WB81, WWMG06, YP15, Ano94, BHvR05, Bur02, BS96, Clo85, DSSP06, IM93, KK79, LJJ+00, NRS92, RMB02, SK13b, SHB19, UBL+82, WWS89, YYC+19]. Simulations [LCT+15, BL90, DH01]. Simulators [NMHS15, Sup04, Man18, Yur02]. Simultaneous [LRZ16, ABB+15, FS19].
Stripped-Down [J91]. strong [ZHCB15]. structural [ORPS09].
structure [MDF72, SS72, ZFY18, ZLZ+19b]. Structured
[Das91, Gai75, CFS+12, IM75, Syr07]. Structures [AGLM91]. student
[CKP78]. Studio [Ano03b]. Study
[BBM+15, LMR18, LlJ+15, PXG+17, PK75a, ZAI+16, CMG+19, HIIG16,
HL13, KW13, EYGS19, Pul91, RHR02, RK18, SASG13, Sig89]. Sub
[GGM+16]. Sub-System [GGM+16]. Subroutines [HT98, Qia99]. Subset
[SM97, Req03]. Subsystem [HH79, Ste14]. Suffix [HHWH18]. Sugar
[YML+18]. Suitable [Vog03]. Suite [DHPW01, DTW07, GPW03, SMSB11].
Summary [CH+79]. Summer [HMS17, Sof83, USE85, USE86]. Sun
Supercomputer [MBK+92, LPD+11, XH90]. Supercomputing
[ACM89, ACM96, ACM00, ACM04b, ACM05c, Hir92, IEE90b, IEE92, IEE93b].
Superconcurrent [NRS92]. superoptimization [HW15]. superscalar
[YdlFCC97]. supertype [RRB17]. Support
[BP01, DJ77, HHV+02, HD16, HB12, KYP+17, LV99, MS18, NSL+06, RI00,
SSG90, Tur92, XD16, ZL18a, dGG+17, AC95, BADM06, BTLNB+15, BP03,
CHCC07, CFS+12, DJ76, GK05, ORPS09, PGLG12, RK18, SJRS+13,
STFH15, SL12, TY14, WK08, WCS06, WLL+13]. Supporting
[BMS16, CWS12, Kim84, MSS+15, Mon97, RT93, XWJX15, YWCF15,
ZZF06, GD08, TTT93]. Supports [Ano03a]. surgery [PBL+16]. Survey
[BAL15, HSN17b, KKL16, KL14, KK19, Man15a, PM19, PS16, PS19, SB16,
SGB+16, UOKT84, WMUW19, AGH+15b, CB10, FMIF18, MG13, NIA18,
PBB13, XTB17, YWL+18]. Surveyor [Fra83, GHF83a, GHF83b, WNL+83].
survivability [YZW+13]. Survivable [ACA16, AM16]. SUSE [Bau06b].
Sustainability [FB18, SS17]. Sustainable [GB19]. SVGrid [ZBP05].
SVM [JAS+15]. SVS [LJZ12]. SW [DCG12, Wu13]. swapper [ATS14].
swapping [AGB14]. swarm [JNR12]. Sweet [WBB+16]. Swift [NOT+17].
Swiper [CRZH15]. switch [BR01, Ste14]. Switching [DMG+15, LBL16]. Sy
[USE01c]. Sydney [MR91, Gre10]. symbiotic [LD11]. symbolic
[MMP+12, TB14]. SymCall [LD11]. Symmetric [DBO+18, GMP89].
symmetry [PBL+16]. Symposium [ACM75, ACM03b, ACM05a, ACM06d,
Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano10, HHK94, IEE84a, IEE85,
IEE90a, IEE91, IEE96b, IEE06a, Osta94, TLC06, USE91, USE93, USE00b,
USE01d, USE02, Vra05, IEE96a, Ano02]. Synchronization
[LlJ+11, ZXL11, Sub11, Uhl07, Ven77, YQZ19]. Synchronous [SIR+17].
syntax [KMMV14]. Synthesis [DMS02, BPB86]. Syracuse [IEE96b].
System [ACM75, Abr80, ABCC66, Ano10, AAK18, Bad82, BFHW75,
BBD+91, BPP+17, BYBYT16, BGS89, B+05, Car13, CSS+13, CWL+15,
CHPY17, CHLY18, DMIR10, DM75, Fis01, GGM+16, G+06, GH91b,
HXZ+16, HW93, HHC+16, HWCH16, IN87, JAD19, Kams83, Kee77, KP15,
Kut92, LP14, Li14, LCFL12, LXM+16, MCE+02, Mat10, MS70, MDGS98,
MB98, MS91b, MM94, NSHW10, NMS+14, P+08, R+06, Sch86, SLM89,
SVN+10, Shi03, Shr89, SJA+17, SWF16, Ste05, WLW+15, WK90, ZSXZ07,
ZQCZ16, ZZF06, ZXY+15, AD18, AEMWC+12, AL05, AH12, ACT94, AP18, Bar78, Bor07, Bur02, Caa00, CWH+14, CK06b, CK06e, CKP78, FF808, Fis91, GQQ+13, HN08, HKD+13, HC12, Hui18, IBM88, Int88, KCKC15, Kk79, LJN+00, Lia05, LLX+17, LDL+08, MD73, MD74, MD872, PRB07, PK75b, RG19, Rob06, SNV10, SPF+07, SWW+18]. system [SZ13, SS72, STY+14, TC10, Vag10, Van06, VMBM12, VSC+10, WKT08, WH08, WWT89, WHSE15, WF07, WC91, YLCH17, YZSC17, ADG+92, ABDD+91, Car14, Gum83, SNC91]. System-level [SVN+10, AL05, WHSE15]. System/370 [Gum83]. System/6000 [ADG+92]. Systemarchitektur [See08a]. Systematic [BDF19, BJG19]. Systeme [WF03]. Systems [ACM81, ACM03b, Ano99b, BBMA91, BHI15, BDG18, CD12, CAF+91, Das91, DJ77, Her10, HBL+10, IEE93a, IEE01, JAD19, Lar09, LW11, LJZ12, MM93, MJW+14, MKKE12, PPG+17, RT93, SL14, SS75, SVB93, SL16, SN05b, THB06, USE99, USE01b, Vra05, WN17, WLMD16, YVCB17, YVCH18, ZD18, AJH12, ALW15, AT16, Ano93, AAB+05c, BSSM08, CCZ+06, CGL+08a, CGL+08b, CGL+08c, CGL+08d, CK06a, Com00, CGV10, CLDA07, Dav04, Don87, DJ76, DCMW17, FP14, FLCB10, GHH+93, GK05, Ham76, HH13, JSK+13, KCS14, Kous11, KS20, LLLE17, LWM14, LZWD15, LCL14, LTK17, MRC+13, MA17, NS07, NV05, PSC+07, RV+01, RJK16, Ros06, SBJ14, SK13b, SMGD10, TJ+12, Sto07, Syr07, TTH93, THC+14, Vac06, Vit14, WR07, WC0+09, YK13]. Systemverwaltung [Lar09]. Tables [MT16, MT17, WLW+15]. tackle [Sub08]. tactics [OG16]. Tail [ASSB18, WZK19, War80]. Taipei [SS05]. Taiwan [SS05]. Take [Kis08]. Taking [Uhl06]. talk [Piz17]. Taming [CZL08, HHPV15]. Tan [Fro13]. Tape [DK93]. target [FCG+05]. Targeting [CDG97]. Targets [Sta07]. Task [KMM13, PCC+16, RRB19]. Tasking [MB98, Shi03, JDJ+06]. Tasks [KGS16, VS19, YSS+17, ABB19a, YQZ14]. Taxonomy [GB19, SGB+16, SB18, AGH+15a]. TCAM [HHW18]. TCAM-Based [HHW18]. TCB [HCF17, HPH04]. TCP [CL16b, GKK13, GI12]. teach [Don88]. Teaching [Agr99, Dav04, Don87, GGG03, ME87, Guz01, Ham76, KW00, MS01, NV05, WKC+09, YYPA01]. teasing [LBF12]. Technical [ACM06d, Ano06b, Han16, OH05, USE01a, USE06, B308, Int06c, Int06a, LC09a, Wal10]. Techniken [Tho08]. Technique [JHS12, JMSLM92, LTT92, SM02, WMUW19, ACT94, SLA+16, XHL+13, YKS16]. Techniques [ACM6b, BGD18, KIK+15, NXY+18, OVI+12, SMA18, SLDB15, Tho08, UOKT84, ZF06, AD18, AA06, AH12, BADM06, HSC15, IM93, KS13, KRG+12, SN12, SHTE11]. technische [LC09a]. technologie [Apr09]. Technologies [DF06, PZW+07, USE99, USE01b, AMIA19, Cla05, Kao17, MP+18]. Technology [Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano02, Ano04a, Ano04b, DLM+06, Don06, Got07, Her06, RG05, USE01c, USE01d, USE02, UNR+05, WHD+09, ZAI+16, Apr09, Int05a, Int05b, Int06b, Int06c, Int06a, AJM+06, NSL+06,
Transcendent [VTW16]. Transfer [HHC+16]. transfers [DPBK16]. Transformation [WIDP12]. transformations [HB08]. transient [LRC05]. Transiently [LDRS18]. Transition [MBWW86, Syr07]. Translation [JXL+12, LH16, YVCB17, YVCB18, dGG+17, CFG+13, JYW+13, Oi05, Oi06, Oi08].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].

Translation-based [Oi05]. Translational [WIDP12]. translations [UTO13].
violations [BSM+12]. virtio [Rus08]. [ACM05d, ACM06f, AGJS16, AS85a, ABC06, AEM+14, ADM98, AGH+15a, AAB+05a, ABV12, Ano75, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano00, Ano01a, Ano01b, Ano02, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano05, ILINW14, AE01, Apr09, Arc07, AD11, AAK18, ASSB18, At79, ACA16, AC98, AMA+11, BWBP85, BFH75, Bak83, Bal91, BMS16, BP99, BDF+03, BBTK+02, BSS14, BWH+19, BDF+99, Bee05, BCC+15, BC+19, BMS16, BBM08, BL17, BFG+14, BWD+15, BBM+15, Blu02, BBM90, BD1, BP01, BP03, BZD17, Bro9g, BRX13, VMW+19, BBS06, BJH+16, B+07, Caa00, CTS+93, CW03, CCWY05, CL17a, CFH+79, CFH+80, CWL12, CFM+17, CCM+12, Car13, CK87, CFVP+12, CWS12, CHCC+19, CF00, CT03, CSS+13, CGC+16, CI16a, CL16b, CRZH+15, CCO+05, Cla97, Coh97, CDG97, Cox09, Cra05, Cra06].

Virtual [Cra98, CH78, CWG00, CWL+15, CHLY+17, CHLY+18, CDN02, Dalxx, DAH+12, Dal97, DHPW01, Dan86, DSM14, DG05, DEK+03, Den01, DK17, DMR10, DKW15, DF96, Do11, DGLZ+11, Dom80a, DJ76, DJ77, DCA04, DLS+01, EGR15, EGJS15, ECJ+16, Eng99, EMAL+17, EG01, Ert03, EDS+15, FFB+00, FG91, Fis01, FPS+02, (Fo71, (Fo78, Fra98, FK03, FL13a, Gai75, G+01, GI+99, Geo02, Gen86, GGG03, GLBJ+18, Gnm83, HHV+02, HHW10, HT98, Ha17, HKL17, HM01, HH79, HB17, HKM+18, Hlr17, HKKW13, HVB03, HS06, HB08, HPP15, IBM85, IBM88, Int88, Ian14, Ibs84a, Iwe03, JR02, JHS12, JIK+11, JE12, Jen79, JXL12, JML+92, JQWG15, JAS+15, JN15, JKK+10, JADAD06a, JDJ+06, JJ02, Juo07, KCKW14, KRS+17, KC16, KS08a, KMK16, KNT02, KKT17, KF91, Ken80, KDB16, Kin84, KJL11, gKEY13, KKJ+14].

Virtual [KP15, KAH83, KGZ+04, KLTT18, KLF+15, LCWB+11, LMM18, Lam75, Lan87, Law00, LW11, LP14, LM18, LLW98, LMG00, LMG01, LET12, LI14, LZL+15, LWD15, LVM16, LWL16, LYY+17, LGJ+18, LB98, LV99, LLT92, LD05, LY97a, LY97b, LY99, LYxxa, LYxxb, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, LHAP06, LLWL10, LLJ+11, LW12, LLJ+15, LLZ18, LPB17, LPBB+18, LFBB94, Loy92, LTK17, LXM+16, MSG14, Mac79, MS91a, Man15a, Man16, MD12, McG72, Men03, MS70, MD97, MDxx, MW18, MDGS98, MLG+02, MB98, MKKE12, I79, MP01, MJW+06, MM94, NBH08, NBK16, NEL04, NGRF19, NSJ12, Nout92, OT97, Oi05, Oi06, PTHH14, PPZT12, PSBG11a, PXG+17, PRB07, Pfo13, PS16, PCC+16, PK75a, Pre00, Qia99, QT06, RG17, Ran02, RLZ+16, Ren78, Rev11, BY10, RN+18, RRRB19, Ros99, Ros04, RG05, RB01].

Virtual [SMK02, Ibs84b, SL14, San88, SSB+14a, SD01, SH04, Sch13a, SMES01, Sch09, Sch94b, Sch94a, Sec10, Set13, SMS01, SS03, SC17, SCEG08, SCSL12, SMA18, Shi03, SM01, SGV12, SV13, Sim92, SCP93, Silv04, SSG90, SN05a, SN05b, SHZ+14, SBP+17, Sta97, BB01, BB14b, SHB+03, SVL01, Sun95b, Sun95a, SUN97, JCV+99, SKI+17, Sup04, SM02, Sur01, TSLBYF08, Ta98, TT96, TTH+19, TMV12, TY14, To98, TO96, TV12, USE01c, USE01d, USE02, UT87, UB+98, UR15, Vag10, VTW16, Ven97a, Ven99a, VL00, Voo03, Voo90.
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